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Welcome to 2021 and the Spring Term! With everything that has happened this week it is hard to believe 
we are still in the first week of January.  I would like to thank you for your patience and understanding 
whilst we have navigated an exceptionally challenging week in school; the emails and messages of  
gratitude and support have been very well received. 
 
As you will be aware from the reports in the press, we have received a very high number of requests for 
places in school.  Due to the tremendous effort of staff, and the willingness of parents and carers to be  
accommodating and flexible when considering the places their child(ren) required, we have been able to 
safely offer a place in school to all children who need it.  I have also been humbled by the response of our 
brilliant staff team who have a continued determination to do the best job they can, whatever the  
circumstances!   
 
I am hopeful that you are finding the remote learning package supportive; class teachers have been  
preparing and adapting resources (including lots of video footage!) to make our offer as accessible as  
possible to children at home.  Please contact us if there is anything we can do to support, by email or  
telephone, we are here to help.  The school office is staffed, for general enquiries, daily (Monday to Friday) 
from 8am to 4pm.  Alternatively, if you have a question about your child’s learning you can contact class 
teachers via email and SeeSaw.  To manage expectations and to allow class teachers to prioritise the huge 
number of tasks they are responsible for each day, we have created some guidance around  
communication with teachers which you will find below.  Hopefully you will find this helpful.   
 
I hope you have a lovely weekend and the weather allows us all to enjoy a walk and some fresh air! 
Take care and stay safe. 
Mrs Dunn 
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Safety 

We take safety very seriously at our school. If you have any concerns or observations regarding health 
and safety please contact: Mrs Dunn or Mrs Cockerham.   
If you have any concerns or questions regarding Child Protection issues contact: Mrs Spofforth  or Mr 
O’Dwyer  

Dates for your Diary  

Tuesday 19th January—PTFA meeting 7pm via Zoom  

Christian Value for this Term:  Thankfulness 

We show thankfulness at Manson St James Primary School by:  

 Showing appreciation for pupil’s achievements through certificates, stickers and 

our behaviour chart.  

 Know that having lovely things is a blessing 

and not a right. 

 Support to charities that help others who are 

less fortunate than us. 

 Thanking God through our hymns and our 

prayers. 

 ·Learning to be thankful for our skills and the 

skills of others. 

 Thanking people in our community who visit 

and help us. 

 Saying thank you to each other and being  

     polite.  

Christian Value 


